
Bihar GK for BPSC Bihar Drainage System

Drainage system of entire state 
→ finds outlet through Ganga

GANGA

enters Bihar

in Buxar

completely bisects the state To improve connectivity 
between the two halves

Rail-cum-road bridge

Mokamah

Sonpur- Digha ( near completion)

Munger - Jamalpur ( near completion )

Road bridge

Hajipur- PatnaBhagalpur - Naugachchia

Northern rivers

Southern rivers

source

Himalayas/Trans-Himalayas ⇒ perennial rivers ⇒ flood

bring

huge amount of load from 
weathering rocks of Himalayas

deposit

fertile sediments

leads tochange of courses ⇐

The low lying old channels 
have given rise to lakes, etc

Silting

⇑

Chhotanagpur highlands

[ except Son → rises from Amarkantak Parbat ( Chhattisgarh ) ]

depends more on rain ⇒ so, lower instances of 

flood and lower volume in non - rainy seasons

source
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.

Saryu / Deuha / Gogra

                       Remembering the order of Northern Rivers :
                                          G-G-B-B-KeeMa
( Ghaghra - Gandak - Burhi Gandak - Baghmati - Kosi - Mahananda )

Ghaghra

also known as

used for navigation , all year

Imp. tributaries

Chhoti Gandak

Daha

Gandak

also 
known 
as

Narayani/
Salgrami

joined 
by

Panchnad and Sonha 
at Triveni in Nepal

total 7 streams 
( sapt gandaki ) 
join in Nepal to form 
Gandak

Burhi Gandak

also known as 

Sikrahana

rises from

Someshwar Range

Kosi

also known as 

Kauska ( in sanskrit )

earlier called 

“HwangHo of Bihar”/
Sorrow of Bihar due to 
frequent change of course 
and the flooding it created

Antecedent river

main tributaries

Tamur

Son Kosi

Arun

rises near

Mahaldiram Hills ( Darjeeling )

tributaries

Nagar Mechi

Bihar and Bengal Bihar and Nepal

Mahananda

boundary river

between

boundary river

between

1) Try to recall the districts map at the beginning of this course and see roughly 
which districts each of these rivers pass through . You dont have to memorise 
it . Just get a rough idea , so that you can correlate the two maps and answer 
in the exam if a question comes about rivers passing through districts . 

2) Try to note the important cities around each river in the map below.

3) See roghly at what point each river joins Ganga : 

Mnemonics

Northern Rivers of Bihar

embankment from 
Bagaha to Patna 
has been made to 
avoid floods

         feeds 
2 irrigation canals

Triveni Canal 
(Champaran)

Saran Canal
  ( Saran )

not snow fed

barrage at

Hanumanagar

East Kosi Canal

West Kosi Canal

  joins 
Ganga     
    in 
Bengal
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Karamnasa

rises from

Kaimur Hills

Religiuos Significance

[ Karma( action ) + Nasa ( destroy ) ]

                        ⇓
regarded as accursed by Hindus

              To remember the order of Southern rivers remember this : 
                                           KSP-PSP-KaanCH
Karamnasa - Son - Punpun - Phalgu - Sakari - Panchane - Kiul - CHandan

Mnemonics

Son
rises in

Maikal range of 
Amarkantak Hills 
( Chhatisgarh )

Imp. tributary

North Koel ( comes 
from Jharkhand )

Historical significance

mentioned
in Ain-i-Akbari

as Erannoboas - 3rd most 
imp river after Ganga and 
Indus -by Megasthenes 

Hiranyabahu

joined Ganga at Patliputra - 
but has shifted course and 
now joins it at Maner

old name

Punpun

rises in

highlands of Palamu

sacred river for Hindus

2 rivers from 
Hazaribagh 
plateau

Nilanjan

Mohane

join near Bodh Gaya to form Phalgu imp distributary Mahane

Sakari

rises from

Hazaribagh Plateau

joins

Panchane

Dhadhar riverTilaiya river

join to form

Panchane

Kiul

rises from Hazaribagh Plateau
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Ganga runs [1-_____] km 
in Bihar . Two recent rain-
cum-road bridges have 
been built on it joining 
[2- S/D ] and [3- M/J] . 
Source of northern rivers 
is Himalayas whereas that 
of southern rivers is [4] , 
except Son which rises in 
[5].

Gandak is also known as 
[6-N/S] . Embankment has 
been built on it starting 
from [7-B] . It feeds 2 
irrigation canals : [8-T,S] .

Ghaghra is also known as 
[9-SDG]. 
Burhi Gandak is also 
known as [10-S].
Kosi is also known as [11]. 
It has a barrage at [12-H].
Mahananda rises near 
[13-M] and joins Ganga in 
[14].

Son’s old name was
[15-H]. However it was 
called as [16-E] by 
Megasthenes . 

Try to recall the names of the rivers from their starting letters : 

Graphic Deletion

Remember the Mnemonics

North South

GG-BB-KeeMa KSP-PSP-KaanCH

Cloze Deletion

1. 483
2. Sonpur-Digha
3. Munger -Jamalpur
4. Chhotanagpur Highlands
5. Amarkantak Hills
6. Narayani/Salgrami
7. Bagaha
8. Triveni ( Champaran ) , Saran
9. Saryu/Deuha/Gogra
10. Sikrahana
11. Kauska
12. Hanumanagar
13. Mahaldiram Hills
14. Bengal
15. Hiranyabahu
16. Erannoboas

Cloze Deletion Answers

To get more such notes , please visit 
notesforias.com and enter your email in 
the subsciprion box available on any 
page . Or email us with “ subscribe” written 
in the subject at notesforias@gmail.com


